Need to charge your cellphone?
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Just when you need to make an urgent call, you realize that your cellphone battery has just died. Geeta Padmanabhan offers the latest tips on charging your phone on the go.

phones and technology

It's a slightly sticky task of all your coins, blog your bag, reach out your cellphone, and attach it to a power outlet before trying to “I’ll be there!” That if your cellphone is dead or nodes. If you need to charge it more than a couple of times a day, you need ideas—such as using the free outlet, a friend’s house, a doctor’s waiting room, school library, restaurant, or even a well-maintained roadside0

Now charge a cellphone without a charger with CellBoost, which plugs directly into the phone and the wall to provide a quick charge. Consider carrying a portable cellphone charger or two chargers (ask.com). The problem is that it is a “full-time issue for a smartphone.” This might change soon, says CSTMicro.

As long as you set up the background-battery-backup power source, the battery will protect your cellphone’s battery. For example, you can use solar power or wind power to recharge your cellphone’s battery without having to use an outlet or a charger.

The battery is charged when driving your car. Another way is to connect your cellphone to your laptop or cell phone's batter.